
I. Rita: (ISSUES: 1) Is the presumption of reasonableness correct? 2) If so, can the presumption justify a district judge's sentence that does not consider 3553(a)?)

A. Defendant's argument: 

Defense began by asking the Court "to reiterate in strong enforceable terms that it meant what it said in Booker, that the guidelines are merely advisory provisions."  (pg. 3) The Court seemed concerned about uniformity in sentencing practices, which the defense responded to by saying that in order to have a constitutional advisory guideline system, uniformity "is going to have to give way to some extent."  (pg. 12) The defendant argued first that the presumption violates the SRA, and tried to avoid a constitutional argument. (pg. 13) But upon being pressed by Justice Alito and Breyer (and some dialogue between Justice Kennedy and Stevens), Rita's counsel said the presumption is a Sixth Amendment violation.  (pg. 14).

Justice Breyer rather candidly stated his desire to give the Guidelines as much weight as possible, without violating the Sixth Amendment, and he grounded his rationale for this desire "because Congress wanted it."  (pg. 15) Therefore, unless the presumption is a Sixth Amendment violation, Breyer is not going to invalidate it.  

In response to a question by Ginsburg about how the Commission has taken all 3553(a) factors into account, Rita's counsel argued that the Commission themselves acknowledge it did not do this.  But, like a father defending his child, Breyer defended the first commission, even referring to the first commission in the first person "we." (pg. 18).  

Scalia brings up an interesting "concern": appellate-court-fact-finding.  (pg. 19).  He asks: "Isn't the finding of a fact necessary for the process of judicial review, even if it is not made necessary for the purposes of the district court's determination?"  and explains that defense counsel could not "show us a way out of [this] problem."  While this point seems to hurt Rita's case, Justice Scalia seems to make this point because he sees an "apparent conflict ... between Booker [substantive opinion] and the advisory guidelines [i.e. Booker's remedial opinion]." (pg. 21).  Scalia makes his concern for appellate-court-fact-finding clear when he says even if a district court were "free as a bird" to sentence anywhere within the Guideline, you would still have "appellate review" which "is going to make a particular fact determinative of whether this sentence can stand or not. . . And that's going to be a problem." (pg. 21).  

The Chief Justice does not reveal his cards as much but draws an analogy between the Guidelines and pressing a button on a computer and seeing what the last 100 judges did given a particular set of facts.  (pg. 22-23).  

Throughout the argument, Rita's counsel stressed individual sentencing, but did not seem to stress the particular facts of Rita's case (i.e. military service, employment history, abuse in prison, etc.).

B. Government's argument: 
The govt. begins by saying "the guidelines represent the integration of ... 3553(a)" and that "the commission also represents an expert body." (pg. 25).  But almost immediately, the govt. sounded much like a typical defense attorney stating that "the difference between an advisory guideline system and a mandatory guideline system" is that a judge can give weight to factors the Commission thought was not appropriate, and can not give weight to factors the Commission decided should have weight.  (pg. 26).  But then argues that the presumption is still appropriate because there is a distinction "between what the job of the district court is and what the job of the appellate court is."  In other words, "reasonableness" is only an appellate standard, while the district courts are controlled by 3553(a).  (pg. 28). The govt. states: "The district judge does not operate and does not have to operate under the position we're arguing for with a presumption that the judge will impose a guideline sentence unless persuaded otherwise."  Scalia interrupts with: "he doesn't have to do it unless he wants to be sure of being affirmed."  Response: "I would think what the judge wants to do is be sure that he's complied with his statutory obligations." (pg. 29).  [NOTE: Unfortunately, as we all know, district courts think they are following their statutory obligations by following the presumption! It's a catch 22].  Justice Breyer seems helped by this distinction stating: "you clarified something very well for me, ... the Sentencing Commission thinks [a Guideline sentence is] okay, the judge thinks it's okay" so the appellate court should think: "you better show me a good reason to think to the contrary." (pg. 33).  Justice Ginsberg also said she was helped by this distinction later in oral arguments (pg. 42). 

Interestingly, the govt. explains its view of Apprendi-Booker and states that a sentencing judge is "not ... bound to impose [a Guideline sentence] if the judge feels that a different level of punishment is appropriate. ... [I]t necessarily implies that a judge does have a certain amount of freedom in an advisory guideline system to disagree with what the Sentencing Commission has found." (pg. 34-35) "Judges are still obligated to comply with 3553(a), which requires them to exercise discretion." (pg. 37).  [NOTE: I think all ASUAs should be required to read this part of the transcript at every sentencing hearing from now until Rita is decided; after all, it is DOJ's position before the Supreme Court].  

Justice Breyer brings up the Sixth Amendment again. (pg. 39).  After a colloquy between the him and the govt. he states: "the Constitution ... prevents the courts themselves from trying to assure ... that individuals who are in similar positions, commit similar crimes, will be treated in similar ways." (pg. 41) Breyer and the govt. attorney then humorously agree that they both "have been with the dissenters in these cases." (pg. 41). 

The govt. tries to argue that the district judge did consider 3553(a) in this case: "The judge at least four times in this transcript brought up Sec. 3553." (pg. 43 & 44).  

Justice Stevens suggests that "reasonableness" is comparable to "abuse of discretion," and he asks why there can't be a presumption that the district judge's sentence is correct in all cases? (pg. 45).  The govt. responds that such a presumption is only appropriate for Guideline sentences because non-Guieline sentences introduce disparity.  Stevens does not accept this and says if the judge has "broad discretion, which he does, ... why should there not always be a presumption that the district judge got it right?" (pg. 46).  Once the govt. responds again with concerns about uniformity Scalia jumps in and says uniformity "is a self fulfilling prophecy" and judges should be able to disagree with the Commission. (pg. 47).  In its closing remarks, the govt. assures Scalia that the difference between mandatory guidelines and advisory guidelines is that "the judge can disagree with the sentencing guidelines ... and that conclusion is then subject for reasonableness review and we submit based on a proportionality principle." (pg. 50)

C. Rebuttal: 

Rita's counsel stresses the uniformity of appellate review envisioned by Booker.  He also points to two places in the transcript where the judge gave the Guidelines undue weight.



II. Claiborne (ISSUE: Should an appellate court required that a sentence which constitutes a substantial variance from the Guidelines be justified by extraordinary circumstances?) (this requirement is refereed to as "the proportionality principle").

A. Defense's Argument: 

Immediately, the attorney is asked by Ginsburg that if this proportionality principle is not appropriate, what should be the test for reasonableness.  The answer: whether "a reasonable judge on the facts and circumstances of that case would find the sentence imposed was sufficient but not greater than necessary." (pg. 4).  Later in oral argument he spells out that reasonableness review should give no deference to the guidelines, but rather 1) courts of appeals should ensure "reasoned elaboration of a judgement complying with 3553(a), and 2) a reasonable judge would find the sentence sufficient but not greater than necessary on the facts. (pg. 18).

Kennedy is concerned about SRA's goal of eliminating disparities (pg. 4; pg. 15), but the defense replies "the statute speaks of unwarranted disparity and does not speak in terms of uniformity." (pg. 4).  The defense also asserts that even without the proportionality principle, the Guidelines will still "exert a gravitational weight", but Kennedy jokes that it would be "kind of a weak law of gravity like the Moon.  It's only one-seventh." (pg. 5).  Kennedy then expressed his concern that to adopt Claiborne's argument would be to "remove the appellate courts from the process."  (pg. 6). The Chief Justice also expressed concern that it would essentially be "a lawless system." (pg. 9). Claiborne's attorney responded that appellate review should be "a very deferential standard of review" (pg. 6; pg. 7("extremely broad discretion")) but it is not lawless because the appellate courts still must review based on 3553. (pg. 9). 

Just as in Rita, Breyer again "starts with the assumption that Congress" wants greater uniformity and that should be the result unless the Sixth Amendment forbids it. (pg. 10-11). Claiborne's counsel says the proportionality principle does pose a 6A violation because "it reinstitutes the mandatory guidelines system." (pg. 11).  Breyer disagrees. (pg 12). Counsel also states: "the notion somehow that simply because a sentence is in the guidelines, all disparity problems have been resolved is clearly not true."  (pg. 13; see also pg. 15 ("there may be more non-guideline sentences, but less true disparity.")). Souter then clarifies the counsel's position by stating a sentencing judge must show he considered the value of uniformity as something different from individualized sentencing. (pg. 14).  Counsel agrees, and states that the key to appellate review is ensuring "reason and judgement" by district courts. (pg. 14).  Breyer reiterates his concern about "the Constitution ... prevents[ing] any effort to create uniform sentences throughout the country." (pg. 17).  He seems to genuinely want Claiborne's counsel to show him how the Court can ensure that sentences do not go back to pre-SRA days, but also prevent rigid sentencing.  (pg. 17).  He says that's what he wants, but he's "not certain [he can] get it."  Scalia suggests that Breyer is wrong and there is a way to achieve absolute uniformity: "It was what the dissenters in the Booker remedial phase urged" or jury findings of sentencing facts. (pg. 19). Breyer answers the question for counsel by saying this would "give total sentencing power to the prosecutor." (pg. 20). 

Ginsburg asks about the crack-powder disparity and whether a judge can disregard the Commission's different treatment of the two drugs. (pg. 21).  Claiborne's counsel asserts that "as long as the judge can elaborate reasons to justify" doing so, that conclusion would be appropriate (pg. 22).  

B. Govt.'s Argument: 

The theme for the govt. in Claiborne was that the proportionality principle is needed to "minimiz[e] and eliminat[e] unwarranted sentencing disparities between similarly situated defendants," (pg. 25), and abandoning the principle would render appellate review of sentences meaningless, as it was pre-SRA.  (pg. 31, 34). Justice Scalia immediately asks the first question by saying achieving uniformity requires violating the Sixth Amendment.  The govt. responds appellate courts are not requiring fact-finding (which might be a Sixth Amendment violation), but rather merely trying to determine what is a reasonable sentence.  The govt. argues that proportionality review is the courts of appeals attempt to determine what "reasonable" means. (pg. 29).  It also argued that abandoning the proportionality requirement, appellate review would serve no valid purpose and would not ensure some consistency and uniformity at sentencing. (pg. 31).  

Justice Breyer says that after Booker, "one big power a judge has ... is to say the guideline itself is unreasonable" (pg. 31), but such cases are "few and far between." (pg. 32).  Justice Scalia asks, "why do we assume that the district judge cannot depart from the guideline recommendation unless he thinks the guideline recommendation is unreasonable?" (pg. 33).The govt. responds that "the Court should be concerned about each district judge formulating his or her own set of personal sentencing guidelines" and that "substantive proportionality review" is necessary to "iron out sentencing differences." (pg. 34).  Justice Breyer responds that proportionality review "doesn't actually work ... because it's so hard to say what's proportional." (pg. 35). The govt. dismisses this and says it's a matter of common sense and the appellate courts have been using it for without problem.  Justice Breyer is also concerned that proportionality review "sounds like a slogan" and that appellate review is "too complex to reduce to a formula." (pg. 43).

Justice Ginsburg focuses the argument back on the facts of the case and asks whether the sentencing judge did make a proportionality judgment in concluding that a guideline sentence was too long. (pg. 36). The govt. responds that the judge did not adequately explain her justification for this conclusion and ignored the fact that Claiborne has already received leniency, despite his lack of criminal history. (pg. 38-39). Steven's points out that the COA acted as a fact-finding, and found facts contrary to what the district court found.  The govt. responded: "The record does indeed support the court of appeals' central conclusion, which is this defendant, despite his [lack of] criminal history, really looks more like a recidivist." (pg. 41).  

Finally, the govt. argues that if "the shoe were on the other foot" and the defendant had received a large upward variance, he would be arguing that "the magnitude of this deviation is unreasonable" and "without the kind of anchoring effect of the guidelines in a proportionality review" a court of appeals will have no idea how to determine what is reasonable.  (pg. 44).  "All we're suggesting is that the court of appeals needs to have some intelligible legal principles that allow it to identify and select unreasonable sentences versus reasonable sentences."  (pg. 45).  The govt. challenges Claiborne's attorney: "I would like to hear what Petitioner has to say.  If Petitioner's client had been given 10 years in this case, I have no doubt that Petitioner would be arguing that's an unreasonable sentence.  But I don't see how you reach that judgement ... unless you have the guidelines as an anchor for the analysis." (pg. 46-47).

Rebuttal: 

Chief Justice Roberts asked Claiborne's counsel to address the govts "parting challenge."  He responded: "I'm certainly going to argue that under the facts and the record before the Court, [10 years] was not a sentence that was sufficient but not greater than necessary." (pg. 48).  He explained how "it is easy to do this ...in a hypothetical sort of way.  But the district judge - and this was a very experienced district judge - looking at the person in the eye, made a call based on judgement.  And that call was not treated with any respect in the court of appeals.  It was sloganeered away as an extraordinary variance." (pg. 48).  He concluded by explaining how Congress may have wanted for the proportionality principle, but a constitutional problem lurks behind it.  "And that constitutional problem is a resumption of mandatory guidelines." (pg. 49). 


